GROW Curriculum Map All Creatures Great
& Small

G

Our Curriculum enLiteracy
courages us is to grow

Giving time to each other,
working collaboratively
by talking and asking
questions.

R

Reading to explore

and discover new learning and skills.

O

Opportunities to

learn about the world
around us, using a range
of resources.

Books

As readers and writers we will be
looking at the features of fiction
and non-fiction texts. As well as
a traditional Christian tale from
the Bible. We will write our own
descriptions and make list of
facts about some animals and
creatures.

Mathematics
As mathematicians we will be consolidating
our work on adding and subtracting by
counting on and back to find the answer, before learning how to order objects by length or
height. We will also be looking at the properties

Understanding the
World

Expressive Arts and Design

As explorers we will discover what
animals need to live and their
Life Cycles. We will look after the
vegetables and flowers in our
EYFS garden. We will also learn
about Noah's Ark, a well know

ferent technologies we can use to make animal

As imaginative artists we will discover the difhomes and shelters. We will also practice our
control when using simple tools by cutting
and chopping fruit and vegetables. We will
also design and make masks and models of

Branching out
We will continue to have P.E. on Tuesday and Friday. Please ensure your child has the correct kit in school and

that each item is clearly labelled. Please also ensure that earrings are removed on these days.
8th June Enterprise week
25th June World Cup Week F2 Spain

22nd June F2 Sports Afternoon
Friday 6th July - F2 Trip to The Butterfly House

GROW Curriculum Map

G

Our Curriculum enKey Questions
courages us is to grow
Who Is Noah?

What is an Ark?

Giving time to each other,
working collaboratively
by talking and asking
questions.

R

What does the Gruffalo like to eat?
Who will we see at The Butterfly House?

PSED
Reading to explore

and discover new learning and skills.

O

What does a Gruffalo look like?

As unique individuals we will be working
with our friends to follow and understand
the rules, talk about our own and others
behaviour. We will also discuss different
ways in which we can negotiate and solve
problems without aggression.

Key Vocabulary
healthy
fruit
diet
vegetables non-fiction growth change
tradition Christianity
Bible
animals reptiles
insects
mammals
diet
habitat
homes
babies
lifecycles

Communication and Language
As communicators we will continue to develop our skills when using different tenses. As well as introducing our own storylines and narratives to our play and by
connecting ideas and events.

Opportunities to

learn about the world
around us, using a range
of resources.

Physical Development (Moving and Handling/health and independence).
As dextrous learners we will continue with our Outdoor sports/Games scheme of work, which we will showcase on
our Sports day. We will discover how to stay healthy by discussing what a healthy diet looks like and tasting
lots of healthy food! We will also be learning how to ride our balance bikes and stay safe when out in the community . We will practise our motor skills using both large and small tools and equipment.
w/c June 25th Sports week—lots of activities to try out. Please come in sports gear every day.

